Chapter 12

THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN
INSULATORS AND SEMICONDUCTORS
The electrical properties of semiconductors are determined essentially
by the following quantities:
(i) The number of electrons and holes per unit volume.
(ii) The mobility of the electrons and holes.
It is therefore convenient to discuss the temperature-dependence of the
density of charge carriers for some frequently occurring cases before going
into the details of specific types of semiconductors.
12-1. The Fermi distribution
As shown in Appendix D, the number of electrons per unit volume
occupying states in the energy range between E and E
dE in any
electronic system in thermal equilibrum is given by

+

n(E) dE= Z(E)F(E) dE

(12-I)

where F(E) is the Fermi distribution function,
I
F(E) - --;-;;---;;--:--;-;-;;;-- e<E-E,)/kT + I

(12-2)

and Z(E) represents the number of possible states per unit volume,
(including the spin). So far we have had an opportunity to employ this
distribution law only in the free electron theory of metals, in which case
Z(E) is proportional to E 112 when E is measured from the bottom of the
potential well representing the metal. In that case, the physical meaning
of EF at T = 0 was simply that it represented the highest occupied state.
In the case of insulators and intrinsic semiconductors where Z(E) may be
a complicated function of E which vanishes in the forbidden energy ranges,
the physical meaning of EF may not be immediately obvious. In general,
of course, we may say that E F corresponds to that level which has a probability of t for being occupied; this follows immediately from (12-2).
However, EF in the case of insulators and semiconductors is usually
located somewhere between the valence and conduction bands, i.e., in
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general EJ:<' is not a level which can actually be occupied by an electron.
The physical meaning in these cases is therefore somewhat more abstract
than that in the case of metals. The position of the Fermi level in any case
may be determined from the condition

J n(E) dE = f Z(E)F(E) dE= n

(12-3)

where 11 is the total number of electrons per unit volume. The general
procedure of calculating n(E) for given Z(E) and T therefore is this: from
(12-3) one calculates E F and from it
n(E) may be determined by substitution into (12-1 ).

:::;:====Ec

t

Eg- -----EF
Jzmmzmm Ev

12-2. A simplified model of an insulator

In order to indicate the general
features of the electron and hole distribution in insulators and intrinsic
semiconductors as functions of temperature, we shall first consider a
simplified model. It will be assumed
Fig. 12-1. Insulator with Fermi level
half-way between valence and conthat the widths of the valence and
duction bands. The band widths are
conduction bands are small compared
assumed small compared with £,. The
with the forbidden gap between the
Fermi distribution function is indicated
two
bands. In this case we may
on the left.
associate a single energy Ec with all
states in the conduction band and a single energy Ev with all states in
the valence band (see Fig. 12-1). This situation resembles closely
the system of discrete energy levels in an atom. Let each band contain
Z possible states per unit volume; Z ~ 1022 per cm3 • At T = 0 the
electrons are in their lowest state, and because the solid is assumed
to be an insulator at this temperature, the valence band and all lower
bands are completely filled; the conduction band at T = 0 is completely
empty. At temperatures different from zero, the density of electrons in
the conduction band is given by

n

c

z

=-----------------exp [(Ec- EF)fkT] + I

(12-4)

Similarly, the density of electrons in the valence band is

z

n = ------------,----v

exp [(Ev - EF)fkT]

+1

(12-5)

1t will be evident that for gap widths of the order of several electron volts,

practically all electrons in the conduction band originate from the valence
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band, so that the presence of bands below the latter may be neglected. 1
In other words, we may write
n,

+ n. =

Z

(12-6)

Substituting (12-4) and (12-5) into this expression, one obtains an equation
for Ep. leading to:
(12-7)
Thus, in this model, the Fermi level is located exactly halfway between the
valence and conduction bands. Also, its position is independent of temperature in this approximation.
The density of electrons in the conduction band may now be found by
substituting EF from (12-7) into (12-4). If we assume that the Fermi level
is more than about 4kT away from the conduction band, the term
unity in the denominators of (12-4) and (12-5) may be neglected to a good
approximation. In that case,
(12-8)
where E, = E. - E., represents the width of the forbidden gap. This
result may be compared with the improved formula (12-19). The number
of holes in the valence band is, of course, equal to n.. Note the occur,rence
of half the gap width in the Boltzmann factor (see Problem 12-1). Clearly,
when log n. is plotted versus 1/T, a straight line with a slope of -E11 /2k
results (see Fig. 12-6). In this connection it is of interest to note that the
conductivity of a material is given by
(12·9)

where p. represents the mob'ility of the charge carriers, (i.e., the velocity
per unit electric field); the subscripts e and h refer to electrons and holes,
respectively. In the case under discussion n. = n,. = n•. One speaks in
this case of intrinsic conductivity. Now we shall see in the next chapter
that p.. and p.,. are much less strongly temperature-dependent than the
density of electrons and holes. The temperature-dependence of a in the
intrinsic region is therefore essentially given by (12-8); i.e., log a versus
I fT yields a straight line with a slope of - E,/2k. We shall see below that
the same result is obtained with a more sophisticated model. Note that
the conductivities of insulators and intrinsic semiconductors increase with
increasing temperature. In contrast to this, the conductivity of metals
decreases with increasing T; the reason is that in metals the density
of charge carriers remains constant and the mobility decreases with
increasing T.
1 The reader is reminded of the fact that at room temperature kT ~ 0.025 ev; the
gap width in a good insulator is several ev.
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12-3. Improved model for an insulator and intrinsic semiconductor

It is evident that when the width of the allowed energy bands becomes
comparable with the width of the forbidden region, one is no longer
justified in using a single energy for a complete band. Thus, in general,
(12-4) should be replaced by
n,

= J~:P Z(E)F(E) dE

(12-10)

where £, represents the bottom of the conduction band and Z(£) is the
E

L..---•Z(E)
Fig. 12-2. Schematic representation of the density of states in an
insulator. Near the bottom of the conduction band Z(E) is
proportional to (E- £,)111 ; near the top of the valence band Z(E)
is proportional to (E. - E)l'"·

density of the states (see Fig. 12-2). Because we expect from the results
obtained above that EF lies roughly halfway between £, and Ec, the
Fermi function F(E) decreases strongly as one moves up in the conduction
band. In other words, to evaluate the integral (12-10) it is sufficient to
know Z(E) near the bottom of the conduction band and one may then
integrate from E = Ec to E = oo. Near the bottom of the conduction
band we have, in accordance with (10-79),
(12-11)

m:

where
is the effective mass of an electron near Ec. Hence the density
of electrons in the conduction band is
(12-12)

For simplicity we shall assume that(£,- EF)

~

4kT, in which case the
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term unity in the denominator may be neglected to a good approximation. 2
The integral (12-12) may then be reduced to the type

and one obtains
(12-13)

In order to find El<', which so far is an unknown quantity, we make use of
the fact that n, must be equal to the number of holes in the valence band.
To calculate the latter, we note that [1 - F(E)] represents the probability
for a state of energy E to be unoccupied. The density of holes in the
valence band may thus be written

n,. =

f

E~

Z(E)[l - F(E)] dE

(12-14)

boitom

where the integration extends over the valence band.
It is readily verified that the factor [l - F(E)] decreases rapidly as one
goes down below the top of the valence band (i.e., the holes reside near
the top of the valence band). Hence, to evaluate the integral (12-14) one
~s essentially interested inZ(£) near the top of the valence band~ According
to the results obtained in Chapter 10, Z(E) varies in this region in the
following fashion:
Z(E) dE= (4TT/lr)(2m%)3' 2(E, - E)ll 2 dE

(12-15)

a

where m: represents the effective mass of hole near the top of the valence
band. If we make the assumption that the Fermi level lies more than about
4kT above E.,, we may use the approximation
1 - F(E) ,....-

e<E-E,)/kT

(12-16)

Substituting the last two expressions into (12-14) and integrating from
-oo toE,, one obtains in the same way as above
(12-17)

Employing the fact that n.

= n1., it follows from

(12-13) and (12-17) that

EF =(E.+ E.,)/2 + !kTiog (mtfm:)

In case m: =

m~,

(12-18)

the Fermi level lies again exactly halfway between the

• For numerical tables of integrals of the type (12-12), see J. McDougall and E. C.
Stoner, Phil. Trans., A237, 67 (1929).
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top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band; (12-18)
is then identical with (12-7). In general
>
and the Fermi level is
raised slightly as T increases. This is indicated schematically in Fig. 12-S
by the "intrinsic Fermi level."
The density of electrons in the conduction band n. and the density of
holes in the valence band n,. may be obtained by substituting (12-18) into
(12-13). This gives

mt m:

(12-19)
where Eg represents the gap width. It is observed that the temperature~
dependence is the same as in the simplified model. The temperature·
dependence of n, is represented schematically by the curve labeled
"intrinsic" in Fig. 12-6. It is convenient to remember that at room
temperature

(12-20)
where m is the mass of a free electron. Note that the constant in front of
the exponential in (12-8) is much larger than that in (12-19). We emphasize
again that (12-18) and (12-19) are good approximations only if the Fermi
level is more than a few kT away from the bottom of the conduction band
and from the top of the valence band.
12-4. Models for an impurity semiconductor
Most semiconductors owe their conductivity to impurities, i.e., either
to foreign atoms built into the lattice or to a stoichiomettk excess of one
of its constituents. At absolute zero such a solid may contain a certain
concentration of occupied electronic levels which lie in the normally fot•
bidden region between the valence and conduction bands. These electrons
are localized in the vicinity of the impurities and therefore do not contribute to the conductivity unless they are excited into the conduction band.
Centers of this kind are called donor levels. In the energy level scheme
they are represented by a short bar, to indicate that they are localized (see
Fig. 12-3a). Similarly, an impurity semiconductor may contain a certain
density of holes which at T = 0 are trapped in levels lying in the forbidden
gap. Such levels are called acceptor levels because they may become
occ.upied by electrons excited from the filled band; these excited electrons
leave a hole in the valence band and conduction becomes possible in this
band (see Fig. 12-3b). The physical reasons for the existence and location
of donor and acceptor levels will be discussed in the next chapter.
We shall now consider the density of free electrons and holes for two
simple models.
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(i) The simplest model for an n-type semiconductor consists of a
conduction band below which there are nd donor levels per cm3 of energy
E; (see Fig. 12-3a).3 The influence of the valence band will be neglected
for the moment, i.e., the model may be applied only at relatively low
temperatures. Let us assume that at T = 0 all donor levels are filled with
electrons. At low temperatures, when only a small fraction of donors is
ionized, we expect the Fermi level to lie about halfway between the donor
levels and the bottom of the conduction band. We shall assume for

E.----1+--.Cond. band

E;...L.

Cond. band
---------------E.

_...

Ev~

~~.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12-3. Donor levels are indicated in (a); one of the donors
is ionized, leading to a free electron in the conduction band.
Acceptor levels are indicated in (b); one of them is ionized (i.e.,
occupied by an electron from the valence band), leading to a free
hole.

simplicity that EF lies more than a few kT below the bottom of the conduction band. In that case, the density of conduction electrons n. is given
by (12-13). This number must be equal to the density of ionized donors.
If we assume that EF lies more than a few kT above the donor levels,
the density of empty donors is equal to
(12-21)
Equating (12-13) and (12-21), one obtains for the location of the Fermi
level the expression,
EF = i(E; +E.)+ (kT/2) Jog

L(2 11'm:~T/h2)3ilt]

(12-22)

Thus at T = 0, EF lies exactly halfway between the donor levels and the
bottom of the conduction band. As T increases, the Fermi level drops.
This is illustrated in Fig. 12-4 for the case E. - E; = 0.2 ev for three
3 Semiconductors in which the current is carried predominantly
by electrons are
called ll•type semiconductors, (n = negative); a hole conductor is referred to as a
p-type (p = positive) semiconductor.
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different values of nd. 4 Within the triangular region ABC the Fermi level
is more than 2kT away from the conduction band and from the donor
levels; only in this region is (12-22) applicable (with an accuracy of about
8 per cent). Outside this region, the term unity in the Fermi distribution entering in (12-21) must be retained. Note that for this model, EF
falls indefinitely; in an actual case, however, the presence of the valence
Cond. band
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Fig. 12-4. The Fermi level as· function of T for a set of donor
levels 0.2 ev below the conduction band; the presence of the valence
band is neglected. The numbers next to the curves represent the
number of donors per em•. Within ABC, the Fermi level is
more than 2kT away from the donors and from the conduction
band. [After Hutner, Rittner, and DuPre, ref. 4]

band would ultimately keep the Fermi level about halfway between the
valence and conduction bands (see Fig. 12-5).
For the region in which (12-22) is applicable, the density of free
electrons in the conduction band is obtained by substituting Ep into
( 12-13), leading to
(12-23)
where /),.£ = Ec - E; represents the ionization energy of the donors.
Note again the occurrence of /:).£/2 rather than /:).£; also note that nc
is proportional to the square root of the donor concentration (see Problem
12-2).
The case of acceptor levels above the valence band may be treated in
• R. A. Hutner, E. S. Rittner, and F. K. DuPre, Philips Research Repts. 5, 188,
( 1950).
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the same way. The density of holes in the valence band, making similar
assumptions as above, is given by an expression similar to (12-23). In this
case the Fermi level lies halfway between the acceptor levels and the top
of the valence band at T = 0; as T increases, the Fermi level rises (see
Problem 12-3 and Fig. 12-5) .

..L

...

Donors

Fig. 12-5. Schematic representation of the Fermi level as function
of temperature; curve 1 for insulator with donors, curve 2 for
insulator with acceptors. The intrinsic Fermi level slopes slightly
upward, in accordance with (12-18). The dashed curve, 3, corresponds to the case in which the electron gas in the conduction
band is degenerate over a certain range of temperatures, as
discussed in Sec. 12-6.

From these results it follows that the logarithm of the density of carriers
plotted versus the reciprocal temperature should yield a straight line of
slope -!1E/2k. However, as the temperature is increased to such values
that the intrinsic excitation becomes important, the slope changes gradually
to -E11ap/2k. The reason is that the density of electrons in the filled band
is of the order of 1022 per cm3 , whereas the density of impurity centers is
usually ,.;1()1 9 per cm3 • This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 12-6.
Similar curves are encountered when the logarithm of the conductivity
is plotted against I /T, as we shall see in later chapters.
(ii) The above model applies to a large extent to semiconductors such
as germanium and silicon, containing trivalent or pentavalent impurities;
the former produce acceptor levels, the latter donor levels. In other cases,
such as the alkali halides containing excess metal, the density of available
levels may be larger than the number of excess electrons. In other words
it is possible that at T = 0 only a fraction of the-available levels is occupied.
As an extreme case, we shall assume that the density of donor electrons nq
is very small compared with the density of available levels Z;. In this case,
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the Fermi level evidently lies below the donor levels. At any temperature
T, the number of filled "impurity" levels is equal to

z.

+ 1-

-;;;;---;;--c;+,';-;;;--- '"--'

e<E,-E,l/TcT

z.e (E,-E,)/lcT

•

where we assumed (E; - EF) .2: few kT. As long as the temperature is low,
the density of electrons in the impurity levels is large compared with
the density of electrons n. in the
conduction band and we may write
Z;e<E,--E,l/kT ~ na

(12-24)

from which the Fermi level may be
calculated. Substituting EF from
(12-24) into (12-13) we find for the
density of conduction electrons,
n.

=

2(21rm~kTfh2)312(na/Z;)e-t:.E/kT

(12-25)
-liT

Fig. 12-6. Schematic representation of
the logarithm of the density of conduction electrons versus 1/T for an impurity
semiconductor containing different
donor densities, (n., < n•• < n. 3). At
high temperatures the slope is determined by Egap/2k; at lower temperatures by f.E/2k.

It is interesting to compare this
expression with ( 12-23); in the present
case n. is proportional to nd (instead
of n~ 12 ), and the exponential contains
D..E (instead of D..E/2). This shows
that in some cases one must be careful
in interpreting the slope of the log
n. versus 1/T curve as giving half the
ionization energy of the donors.

12-5. Thermionic emission from semiconductors

The importance of the Fermi level in the discussion of contacts between
conductors has been stressed in Sec. 9-10. It was shown there that in such
contacts the Fermi levels of the materials must coincide. We shall show
here another important aspect of the Fermi level, viz., the fact that it
determines the thermionic work function of a semiconductor.
In Sec. 9-6 we derived the Richardson expression from the free electron
model for the thermionic emission of metals;
(12-26)
We neglect reflection for simplicity. We shall now consider the thermionic
emission from a semiconductor, assuming that the electrons in the conduction band may be treated as free electrons with an effective mass m*.
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Let the vacuum level (i.e., the energy of an electron at rest outside the
semiconductor) be higher than the bottom of the conduction band by an
amount x as indicated in Fig. 12-7; xis called the electron affinity of the
erystal. Jfx is the direction perpendicular to the surface, an. electron needs
at least a momentum in the x-direction given by
P!o = 2m*x

(12-27)

jn order to escape. As a result of thermal excitation let there ben. electrons
per unit volume in the conduction
band. If the Fermi level is assumed
to lie more than a few kT below the
bottom of the conduction band, the
conduction electrons have a Maxwelli!ln velocity distribution accord- ___ !.!~~~~!._ __
ing to the discussion of the preceding
sections. We leave it as a problem
to the reader to show that the -Fig. 12-7. Illustrating the electron
density of electrons with momenta affinity x and the work fu~tction 1>
in the range dp.,, dp 11 , dp. is then
of a semiconductor.
equal to

•

_l

n(p.,,p11 ,p.) dp., dp 11 dp.

=

[n./(2'11'm*kT) 3' 2)e-P 212111 *kT dp., dp 11 dp. (12-28)

Following the same treatment as in the thermionic emission of metals, one
may then write for the emission current density,
en.
JJJ(p.,/m *)e -p•f2m•kTdrp"' drp, drp.
1 -- (2'11'm*kT)312

The integrations over p 11 and p. go between ±oo; the integration over p,
extends from Pxo to 00. This yields
I=

en.
271'm*k2T2e- x/kT
(2'11'm*kT)312

(12-30)

The value of n. is for intrinsic as well as for impurity semiconductors
given by (12-13). Substitution gives finally
where the work function rp represents the energy difference between the
Fermi level and the vacuum level, as indicated in Fig. 12-7. It is observed
that (12-31) becomes identical with (12-26) if one replaces the effective
mass of the conduction electrons by that of a free electron. It is of interest
to note that according to (12-30) the thermionic emission is proportional
to n., i.e., the emission current density is correlated with the conductivity
of the material.
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12-6. Electronic degeneracy in semiconductors

In the preceding sections it was assumed that the Fermi level was
located at least a few kT below the bottom of the conduction band. In
that case the electrons in the conduction band follow closely Boltzmann
statistics, i.e., the electron gas is nondegenerate. Under certain circumstances, however, the Fermi level may enter the conduction band and the
electron gas_ In the conduction band may become degenerate. From the
preceding discussions it should be clear that the conditions favorable for
such a situation are the following:
(i) Relatively high donor densities ("" 1019 per cm3)
(ii) Small donor ionization energy
(iii) Low density of states near the bottom of the conduction band,
i.e., small effective electronic m<tss (see Sec. 10-9).
When these conditions are fulfilled, the Fermi level as function of
temperature varies as indicated by the dashed curve 3 in Fig. 12-5. As T
increases from absolute zero, the donors begin to ionize and as a result of
the low density of states, the lower energy states in the conduction band
become completely filled. The position of the Fermi level relative to the
bottom of the conduction band is then given by (9-9),
Ep

=

(h 2/2m:)(3nc/87T) 2 13

where nc is the density of electrons in the conduction band. As long as
EF'}> kT, the electron gas is degenerate. Clearly, as the effective electronic
mass is reduced, degeneracy may occur at lower electron densities. As T
is increased further, the degeneracy is removed and the Fermi level leaves
the conduction band again.
The circumstances described here are believed to occur in InSb,
containing donor levels in concentrations of about 1018 per cm3 ; the
effective mass of the conduction electrons is probably only about m/30 in
this case.
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PROBLEMS
12-l. With reference to the problem discussed in Sees. 12-2 and 12-3,
consider the reaction
electron in valence band

~

electron in conduction band
+ hole in valence band

Applying the law of mass action as used in chemical reactions, show that
the equilibrium concentration of the conductiBn electrons is proportional
to exp ( --Egap/2kT).
12-2. With reference to the problem discussed in Sec. 12-4, consider
the reaction
bound electron ~ free electron + empty donor
Making use of the law of mass action, answer the following questions:
(a) Assuming that at T = 0 all donor levels are filled, show that the
density of free electrons is proportional to n~' 2 exp ( -6.Ef2kT).
(b) Assuming that at T = 0 only a small fraction of the donor levels
is filled, show that the density of free electrons is proportional to Z; exp
(- tl.EfkT), where Z, is the density of impurity levels and 6.£ is the ionization energy of the donor levels.
12-3. For an intrinsic semiconductor with a gap width of 1 ev,
calculate the position of the Fermi level at T = 0 and at T = 300°, if
mt = 5m:. Also, calculate the density of free electrons and holes at
T = 300° and at T = 600°.
12-4. Assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution for the electrons in
the conduction band, derive expression (12-28).
12-5. Assuming a valence band above which there are na acceptor levels
per unit volume, derive an expression for the Fermi level and for the
density of free holes in the valence band as function ofT.
12-6. What is roughly the temperature range over which an electron
gas in the conduction band is degenerate if nc = 1018 per cm3 and
= m/30? Compare this with perfectly free electrons.

m:

12-7. If the Fermi level in a semiconductor lies more than a few kT
below the bottom of the conduction band and more than a few kT above
the top of the valence band, show that the product of the number of free
electrons and the number of free holes per cm3 is given by
n,nh

=

2.33 X watTae-E•IkT

where Eu is the gap width. Note that this holds irrespective of the presence
of donors or acceptors in the gap, as long as the condition imposed on the
Fermi level is satisfied.
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12-8. Consider a crystal which at T = 0 is an insulator; the crystal
contains Ntl donor levels per cm1, which at T = 0 are all occupied, and
N 1 electron traps per em•, which at T = 0 are all empty (the traps lie above
the donor levels). Discuss in detail the distribution of electrons at a
temperature T and the various approximations which may hold under
particular circumstances.

